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The Faculty Enhancement Program for the month of October was conducted on 2711012022, Thursday at

3: 15 pm at Seminar hall, Main block. Mr. Fredy Varghese of the Computer Science Department presented

his paper titled "An Exploratory study on hybrid methods used for Secure Data Transmission". 44 faculty

members from various departments attended the program. Dr Joy Joseph, Dr. Sabu Varghese, Dr. Sarika

and Ms. Saritha raised queries and made the session more interactive. The program concluded at 4:00 pm

with a thanks note by Ms. Midhula Sekhar, FEP Coordinator.
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An Exploratory Study on Hybrid Algorithms Used For Secure Data

Transmission
Mr.Fredy Varghese

Assistant Professor, Department of Cornputer Science Naipunnya lnstitute of Management and Information

Technology, Pongarn, Tlrrissur, Kerala 680308

E-mai I : fredy@na i pu rur-v"a. ac. i n

Abstract

During last few decades, digital communication plays a vital role for various sectors such as healthcare departments,

banking sectors, information technology companies, industries and several other fields. Nowadays, all data are

transmitted over internet, which needs high protection for transmitting the original data from source to destination.

In order to seoure digital communication, cryptography and steganography methods are used to achieve data

security over insecure and the open networks like internet. Cryptography is the method to encrypt the secret

information in an unreadable structure. On the other hand, steganography is the technique to cover the secret data

such as audio, image, text, and video. lt can hide the message while transmitting the original information from one

end to other end. tn this paper, it gives an analysis based on the concept of cryptography and steganography. It also

presents several data hiding approaches and its merits and demerits.

Keywords : Securi[r, cryptography, steganography, data hiding.

1. Introduction

The fast progression of science and technology makes the task of data searching and transmission on the

Internet much easier []. The digital multirnedia documents including texts, images, videos and audios are more

susceptible to hack due to the advancement of the internet. This problem increases the necessif of data security

machineries for protecting the data from illegitimated access via shared medium. Nowadays, the cryptography and

data hiding approaches play an important role in data securifr machineries. In cryptography, the secret data is

converted into a cipher text without any meaning and hence it allows the authorized user to decrypt the data [2].

However, the treaningless of the transmitting message indicates the presence of secret info in the message and

hence it is susceptible to unauthorized persons to decode the secret data. Alternatively, data hiding approaches

conceal the secret information into multimedia files that reduce the doubt of the presence of secret data [3].

One of the famous methodologies employed for the protection of secret data is known as data hiding. This

hiding approach utilizes distinct media (e.g. digital images, audio and video files) as cover elements for hiding

secret data to generate stego-media [4]. A secured transmission system allows the transmitter to embed the data and

the receiver to extract the data. The digital images are broadly utilized on the internet for difTerent applications.

Hence, one can utilize the digital images to make secure transmission. The data hiding approaches are utilized in

the applications of military and medical data transmission for avoidirrg the third-party intervention or foraging [5].
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For providing more data security, cryptography is utilized together with steganography technique. Both

methods play an important part in information security. The encryption process is needed to be performed when the

sensitive data is transferred from one device to another. This encryption technique helps to protect the data from

hackers [6-7]. Some of the main goals of crlptography are integrity, authentication and confidentiality. Then,

steganography process hides the encrypted data so that nobody can suspect that there exists a secret data. The

Steganography approach seems to be a good one if it considers three parameters for processing which means

capacity, security and image quality. Cryptosystem is required to implement a cryptographic method specifically

for securiry services. The basic block of secure data transmission that used both cryptography and steganography is

illustrated in Figure l.

Cover image

Seqet data
Stego image

Encrypted

data

Secret data { Encrypted

Figure 1 Secure data transission based on intelligent cryptosystem and data hiding process

l.L Cryptographic algorithms

Cryptography keeps the transferred data more secure in a scientific way. A data encryption is provided by

this approach to make secure transmission. Here, the data is encrypted before the transmission and the encrypted

data is decrypted after the reception. Cryptography uses secret key to generate cipher text from the plain text and

this ciphering approach marks the plain text as unreadable format. Hence, the deciphering process can be perfonned

only by the person who hold the secret key [8-10]. Cryptographic methods can be categorized as symmetric key

and public key methods. In symmetric key method, a single key is used to perform both encryption and decryption

task [1].
The speed of Symmetric encryption is high even for huge mrmbers of data as images. But their usage is

lirnited due to tlre problerns of key managelnent and distribution. Tlre key might be

data

Decrption process E\traction Drccess

Embedding processEncryption process

010
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while distributing the key in the network at the time of transmission. Furthermore, the number of keys will be

incremented intensely while increasing the number of users, which signifies a trouble on the network. To tackle this

issue, an asymmetric key encryption approaches have been developed. They utilized two distinct keys: public key

and private key [12-13]. Here, the public and private keys are used for encrlption and decryption processes

respectively. The derivation of private key from the public key is not an easy task. However, the public

key/asymmetric key encryption methods cannot be used for ffansmitting long-length data. AIso, they provide lesser

efficiency while handling with random length messages. This issue can be tackled by the use of randomly selected

keyed symmetric encryptiorl for encrypting the data and by the usage of a public key encryption method for

encrypting the key utilized in the symmetric encryption method. This approach is named as the Hybrid encryption

(HE) method [14-15].

Generally, the cryptographic systems use block er-rcryption methods including Data Encryption Standard

(DES), Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and other systems. But the conventional encryption approaches faced

complications in scrambling huge quantity of data. Chaos holds several natural relationships with cryptography due

to its randomness in nonlinear systems. Chaos system offers a suitable source incredibly to generate abundant

pseudo-random sequences and construct nonli-near encryption mechanisms as well [16]. Hence, huge amount of

keys can be generated rapidly with the use of chaotic systems. The security of any block cipher system is heavily

influenced by S-Boxes (substitution boxes) because this is the nonlinear element in a block cipher system. Applying

chaotic system for generating S-boxes and applying them to image encryption is the most promising {ield of chaos

system.

f,
Plaintex't Ciphertext

Plaintext

llbrent kcys fbr encrvpt and

clata

Recipient's Recipient's
public key private key

Figure 2. Encryption and decryption process

Sender Receipient

1.2 Steganography algorithms
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Steganography methods embed significant data into regular files for enhancing the security of transmitting

data [7]. The secret data is embedded into selected cover image for obtaining the stego-image. The cover and

stego-images are identical to each other and hence an unauthorized person is unaware about the presence ofsecret

data on stego-fiIe. Hence, it allows safe transmission between the transmitter and receiver [8]. Generally, the

steganography methods such as least significant bits (LSB) conceal equal number of secret bits into each pixels of

cover image [ 9-20]. Hence, they cause equal degree of embedding distortion in the cover image. But, the individual

pixels of any digital image exhibit complex statistical dependencies between them. Thus, the quality of image is

autornatically reduced while performing equal number of bits changes in all pixels of cover image. One of the most

popular adaptive embedding process is pixel difference histogram (PVD) steganography [21]. This rnethod

embedded more secret data into edge portions and less data into smooth portions. But, the pixel difference histogram

(PDH) analysis could attack the PVD methods.

In the last few decades, research priority ofadaptive steganography has abruptly increased because ofits

greater undetectability. Nowadays, the steganography approaches are developed by minimizing the additive

distortion that allocates an adjustment cost for every cover element and describes the distortion function by

summing cost of all the cover elements. Data hiding method can be categorized as reversible data hiding and non-

reversible data hiding hased on restoration ability of the original image. The non-reversible data hiding approach

allows the receiver to extract secret data alone. Hence, the receiver can't use the stego-image for any other purposes

due to the distortion of significant data in the image. Alternatively, reversible datahiding method recover both the

secret data and original version of cover image. Hence, it can be applied for wider range of applications than that

of non-reversible metho d lZ2-231.

Furthermore, the data hiding method that generates single stego-image has very less embedding capacity.

Hence, the embedding capacity can be irnproved by producing two stego- images. The data hiding method that

generates tlvo stego images are named as dual data hiding method. The total number of bits that are saved in one

pixel is represented as embedding rate (stated as bpp). Alternatively, the total number of bits that are inserted into

entire image is termed as embedding capacity. When the secret data is embedded into cover image, the visual quality

of the cover image will be automatically decreased. Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarify index

measurement (SSIM) metrics are utilized for measuring the visual qualify changes.
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Figure 3 Steganographic approach

2. Literature review

Individually cryptograpliy and steganography provides confidentiality to the data but they have some vulnerability.

So as a third option we can go for a combination of cryptography and steganography. Sonre of the recentresearch

rvorlts related to the secure data transmission usiug hybrid approach to data hiding in image processing are listed as

follows:

Patani et al [25] proposed a 3-bit LSB method to embed secret data into cover image. Also, ECC algorithm

has been utilized for keeping the data more secure while transmitting the stego images over internet. Wang et al

124] proposed a Compressed Sensing approach to perform joint selective encryption and data hiding for secure

transmission. Here, the sign bits of the compressed sensing quantities have been specifically encrypted at the time

of its quantizationphase. Also, a non-separable histogram-shifting basis data embedding strategy has been proposed

for inserting the authenticated data. Here, the sign encryption approach has been considered due to its randomness

in Compressed sensing measurements based on random subspace projection.

Zhang et al [26] presented a new data hiding approach by considering a multidirectional line encoding

(MDLE) and integer wavelet transform (IWT). Initially, IDWT has been used to separate the image into four

wavelet sub-bands. Subsequently, the wavelet bands have been split into 3 x3 soefficient blocks for exploiting the

embedding portions. Then, MDLE model has been developed for embedding data into blocks of 3x3 sizes. In

addition, an edge detection approach has been proposed for embeddingmore dataitthe edge portions ofthe image.

Kadhim etall2Tl proposed a DT-CWT based image steganographic method for embedding the secret data into the

suitable coefficient planes of cover image. Here, a super-pixeling and intensity mapping approach have been

introduood to increase the embedding capaoif without causing any embedding error. The embedding error has been

minimized by measuring the similarities of secret data and DT-CWT planes through template matching. They
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adopted machine learning models to select the optimal cover coefficient planes. The embedding process also

generates a secret key to make support for the retrieval ofsecret dataatthe receiver.

Zhanget al [28] proposed a spatial image adaptive steganography approach on the basis ofZernike moment.

lnitially, the cover image has been processed to obtain its Zernike moment. After that dithering process has applied

to get altemative cover image. They used Spatial Universal Wavelet Relative Distortion (S-[INIWARD) and

syndrome-trellis codes for minirnizing the distortion of embedding process. At last, the Zernike moment has been

changed based on the altered amplitude of cover image to get stego image. Yeung et al [29] minimized the flipping

distortion over the measurement of local texture pattern (LTP) to construct a variable STC code in binary image

steganography

Jiang et al [30] proposed an encrypted image-based data hiding (EfRDH) algorithm with hornomorphic

public key cryptosystem. Here, the image has been encrypted Lrsing Paillier homomorphic public key cryptosystern.

Also, the cover pixels have been exploited based on difference expansion (DE) approach for the construction of

pairs of pixels to hide data. Bhardwaj et al [31] developed a block basis joint EIRDH method that performs the

embedding process by considering m secret bits for each block. This improved tlre embedding rate and visual quality

as well. Shaji et al l32l proposed an RDH approach based on dual encoding with sequence folding for the generation

of dual stego images. Here, the data has been encoded using two encoding tables which included the index and

message intensity based code series. When the previous or following half portion of the encoding tables have

coordinated w-ith one another, the code series in the 2'd encoding table would have been folded. Moreover, the

extreme intensity of the codes in both encoding tables should be positioned at the rnost succeeding end to perform

folding prooess. This procedure has been imitated for entire message intensities. Finally, the encoded data has been

embedded into cover image to get dual stego images.

Lu et al [33] proposed a JPEG steganographic approach on the basis of auto encoder with flexible Bose-

Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) encoding. Irritially, the autoencoder has been pretrained for fitting the conversion

relations among the original and compressed JPEG image. Furthermore, BCH has been flexibly used based on the

content of the cover irnage for decreasing the enor rate while extracting the secret data. ln addition, the robustness

and statistical security have been improved due to the adjustment of Discrete Cosine Transformation coefficients

on the basis of the real-time properties of JPEG channel. Lu et al [34] analysed and encoded the secret information

by regulating the level of pixel distoftion based on two factors namely, NC and MXD. The number of codes required

for re-encoding a secret data has been controlled by the factor NC. As a result of this, the amount of code

combinations has been limited. Furthermore, the distortion level of every code combination has been specified using
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MXD factor. The occurrences of the secret nunrelic rnessages rvere used to assign a digital combination pairs for

improving the encoding efficiency.

References Method Contribution Advantages Disadvantages

Patani et al

t2sl

Steganography

and

cryptography

3-bit least significant

bits for embedding;

ECC algorithm for
data security

it improved tl-re

security level.

Degrade the stego

image quality because

it conceal equal

number of secret bits

into each pixels of

cover image.

Wang et al

L24l

Steganography

and

cryptography

Compressed sensing

based sign bits

encryption; non-

separable histogram-

shifting based data

hiding

Robust agairrst

knou,n error

concealment attacks.

It degraded the visr"ral

quality level u.hile

considering image

application.

Zhang et al

1261

Steganography lntroduced edge

detection approach to
embed different
number of bits using

MDLE

Improved visual

quality of the stego

image due to the

embedding of more

bits into edge pixels.

Not minimizing the

distortion dLre to the

lack of an efficient

distortion cost analysis.

Kadhim et

at l27l

Steganography Irrtroduced DT-CWT.

super pixeling,

intensity mapping,

machine learning fbr
optimised embedding

Reduced the

embedding error

using super-pixeling

and intensity

mapping

Extrernely complex

due to the stacking of

more signal and image

processing rnothods

Zlrang et al

12Bl

Steganography Zernike moment and

Dither modulation for
cover extraction;
minimized distortion

embedding using S-

LINIWARD

Robust to scaling

attack

S-UNIWARD

embedded a single bit

per pixel. Hence, the

detection probability of

suclr approaclr is

increased.
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Yeung et al

LZe1

Steganography Local texture pattern

(LTP) to minimize

distortion

Improved embeddirrg

efficiency due to the

use of STC coding

Not well suppofted for

distor-tion

minimization because

LTP didn't consider

the statistical

characteristics of

Unitbnn Ernbedding

Jiang et al

t30l

Steganography

cryptography
and

Introduced EIRDH

algorithm with
homomorphic public

key cryptosystem

Increased

capacity.

payload Vulnerable to quarrtum

attacks due to the

recent improvements in

quantum compUters

Bhardwaj et

al [3 1]

Steganography

and

cryptography

Symmetric key

cryptosystem for data

encrvption and block
based eurbedding

Increased visual

qualiS, and

embedding rate

intercepted by the

adversaries in

Symmetric k"y

cryptosystem. Didn't

ad.iust the embedding

probability in each and

every element

The k"y can be

Shaji et al

132l

Steganography sequence folding for
encoding the secret

data and mininrum

index measurement

fbr non-uniform
ernbedding

lmproved PSNR,

SSIM and payload

capcity

Securify" level is

decreased due to the

lack of proper

cryptosystem and the

detection probabi lity of

such approach is

increased. Susceptible

to diffbrent attacks.

Lu et al [33] Steganography Autoencoder with an

adaptive BCH
encoding

Provides statistical

security.

The embedding is

followed by an auto-

encoder for image

compression While this

extremely complex,1S
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Tablel. Hybrid Methods and its merits and demerits.

Findings

Due to the advancement of technology, data protection is a major factor that cannot be compromised, which leads

to multiple hybrid approaches. It clearly denotes the irnportanoo of securif of data from the source to the destination

from various attacks by the intruders. The existing approaches has their owtr merits and demerits wlrich needs to

be improved on every aspects. In firture new techniques can be applied for the data protection ar-rd safe transmission

along with the furtherance of technology.

Conclusion

Cryptography plays a major role to achieve the basic needs of security measures like confidentiality, no-repudiation,

authentication and integrity. lt has also involved in providing reliable, robust netrvork, strong and data security. On

the other hand, this review paper also includes the steganography process for data hiding while transmitting the

information. The combination of both cryptography and steganography method has achieved a secure transmission

of data with encryption and data hiding. According to this study hybrid approaches are the better choice for secure

data transmission.
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